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1. INTRODUCTION 
A transversal, or marriage, is an injective choice function from a set A 
to a set B with: graph contained in a given set S. P. Hall [1] gave 
necessary and sufficient conditions on S for the existence of a marriage 
when these sets are finite. His theorem has been extended to infinite sets 
where the "size" of a set is its cardinality; see [4] and [5]. 
This kind of function arises in many branches of analysis, but usually the 
correct notion of the size of a infinite set is its Lebesgue measure. Also, 
instead of being injective, the functions are required to be measure- 
preserving. Measure-preserving transformations of the unit interval are 
important in ergodic theory; see Halmos [2]. In real analysis, they often 
arise as a change of variables; see Royden I-6]. In harmonic analysis and 
differential equations, they are often called rearrangements; see Stein [7]. 
It is natural to ask about the existence of such transformations. 
Examples given below show that any analog of Hall's theorem involving 
Lebesgue measure must include a certain incompleteness, or error. This 
paper provides two such analogs. In each case, it is shown that the error 
can be made arbitrarily small. So, for most analytical purposes, the error 
is negligible. The author has shown in [-3] that the hypotheses of the 
marriage theorem are closely related to the important class of weak-type 
linear operators [7]. 
To make this more precise, let I - - [0 ,  1] equipped with the usual 
Lebesgue measure. Suppose Sc Ix  I (which represents all (x, y) such that 
x is "compatible" with y). If J~_I, let E ( J )=  {yEI: (x,y)~S, for some 
x e J}. We will call ~b a marriage on I within S if it is a bijection from I to 
I such that for all x~I,  (x, ~(x) )eS and for all J~_I, Iff(J)J = IJJ. The 
natural conjecture would be the following; 
Assume that for all J~_I, IJI <~ IE(J)I. Then there is a marriage on 
I within S. 
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Unfortunately, this is false, and there are two kinds of counterexamples. 
Example (a): let S= {(x, y)~Ix I :y=2x or y =2x-  1} which is the union 
of two line segments of slope 2. It is easy to see that ]JI ~< IE(J)I for all J, 
but that there is no marriage. The inverse of S (interchange x and y) 
provides another counterexample. 
This counterexample may not convince analysts, who are usually willing 
to ignore sets of measure zero. In this case, the set S has measure zero in 
R 2, so it does not satisfy the hypothesis in very strong way. 
Consider Example (b): let S = {(x, y) e 12: y < x}. Again, the hypothesis 
is clear. But no marriage on I can exist within S. (This could be proved by 
showing that the integral of such a ~b would have to be equal to 1/2, which 
is a contradiction.) This example is more serious, but there are still choices 
of ~b that barely fail to be marriages, and might be good enough for analyti- 
cal purposes. For example, let ~b(x)=x-a  This is a marriage on [e, 1], 
which forms an arbitrarily large portion of L We will show in Theorem 1.2 
that such a ~b always exists, under mild assumptions on S. Alternatively, if
we do not require that ~b preserve measure xactly, then a slightly curved 
line close to the main diagonal would define an acceptable marriage on all 
of L Theorem 1.4 shows that this kind of marriage always exists. 
DEFINITION 1.1. If K_ / ,  then we say q~ is a marriage on K if it is 
injective on K, its graph lies in S, and for all J~K ,  ]~b(J)l = IJ[. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose every point of S is a Lebesgue point of S, and 
that for every J c I ,  IJI ~ [E(J)[. Suppose (5>0. Then there is a marriage 0 
defined on some Kc  I such that [Kt >~ 1 - 6. 
DEFINITION 1.3. We will call ~b a #-marriage on K_  I within S if it is an 
injection on K such that for a.e. xsK ,  (x,q~(x))eS and for all J~_K, 
# [J[ ~ Iq~(J)] <~ IJl. 
THEOREM 1.4. Assume that for all J~ I ,  IJI <~ IE(J)I, that #< 1, and 
that every point of S is a Lebesgue point. Then there is a #-marriage on I 
within S. 
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
It is fairly easy to construct a marriage on a set of small positive 
measure. Just pick any point of S and find a line of slope 1 nearby that 
intersects S well, as in Lemma 2.6 below. The basic idea of the proof is to 
show that any marriage on a proper subset of I can be extended to one 
with larger domain. This will produce an increasing sequence of marriages. 
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Unfortunately, sequences of marriages usually do not converge to a 
marriage, so extra care must be taken to show that this extension process 
really helps. Zorn's Lemma will be used in the proof to show that the 
construction does not break down. 
Let ZB be the characteristic function of the set B. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function ~b is in sum form if it is injective, it is 
contained in S, and there are constants bk and disjoint sets B k c I such that 
q~(x) = ~ (x+bk) ZB~(x) (2.1) 
k=l  
and such that every point of each Bk is a Lebesgue point of Bk. 
Points which do not belong to 0 Bk should not be considered part of the 
domain of ~b; otherwise ~b could not possibly be injective. So we set 
dom ~b = 0 B~, and refer to the image of ~b as rng ~b. The last requirement 
in the definition can always be arranged by removing a set of measure zero 
from dora ~b, if necessary. A function in sum form is clearly a marriage on 
dora ~b. Every marriage considered in this paper will be in sum form. 
In the discussion that follows, we may always assume that fdom ~b] < 
1 -  3, for otherwise the theorem is proved. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For ~b and ~b' in sum form, let 
A = A(~b, ~b') = {x e dora ~b c~ dora ~b': ~b(x) = ~b'(x) }. 
We say that ~b ~ ~b' and that ~b' improves on ~b, if dom ~b _ dom ~b' a.e. and 
jdom ~b-AI ~< (2/6)Idom ~b'- dora ~bl. (2.2) 
The point is that the improvement ~b' is equal to ~b on a fairly large 
percentage of dom ~b. This principle is used in Lemma 2.8 to show that any 
sequence of improving marriages converges. Unfortunately, sequences of 
marriages do not converge in any reasonable sense, unless they are forced 
to do so. 
The main step in the proof of Theorem l is the following proposition, 
which shows that any given marriage can be improved. The proposition 
will be proved following lemmas 2.5 through 2.7. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Given any ~ in sum form, with fdom ~b] < 1 - 6, there 
is a q)' in sum form with [dom ~b'[ > Idom ~bl and q) ~ q~'. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Given ~b as above, a connection is a finite set x,, y~, x2, 
)'2, ...x~, Yk in I such that 
(xi, yi) ~ & for all i, 
O(x~+l)=y~, for all i<k, 
X 1 ~ dom ~b, Yk ¢ rng ~b, and such that the x~ are all distinct, as are the y~. 
The length of the connection is k. 
LEMMA 2.5. For any qS, there is a connection of length k~<(ldom ~bj/ 
1I-- dora ~bl) + 1 < 1/6. 
To prove this, let G l= I -dom~b.  Let H~=E(G1). For i=2 ,  3,..., let 
Gi=~- l (H i_ l )  and Hj=E(G~)-E(Uj<iGj).  We claim that some H k is 
not contained in rng(~b), where k<l /6.  Suppose that Hjc_rng(~b) for 
all j=  1, 2 .... , k for some k. Then IGj] = IHj_~I and by disjointedness, 
IU)=2a:I=I k- ,  Uj=  Hjl. So, 
k k 
j?k Gj 
= U & +IGII j<~k--I 
This shows that IHkL >~ IGll, with the same conclusion for any Hj  with 
j ~< k. The Hj  are, by definition, disjoint subsets of rng(~b), which has the 
same measure as dom(~b). So, k cannot be larger than [dom(~b)l/IG11. That 
is, there is some k<<_Idom¢l/IGll + 1 such that H~ is not contained in 
rng(~b). Choose the smallest such k and fix it. 
Any points of Gi or Hj which are not Lebesgue points should be 
removed as soon as the set is defined (this remark applies to the set 
(rng q~)c as well). This does not affect the argument because the set of such 
points has measure zero. 
We will now show that there is a connection with length equal to the k 
defined above. 
Let YK e Hk-- rng(q~). So, Yk e E(Gk) but Yk q~ E(Gi) for i < k. Let Xk ~ GK 
such that (xk, Yk) ~ S. Proceed in this manner, letting Yk - 1 = ~b(xk) e H k_ 1, 
etc., down to i = 1. This produces the desired connection. 
We will now define some terms to be used in the proof  of Proposi-  
tion 2.3. Let u = 1 - 6/8. Let 7 > 0 be a small number, to be specified later. 
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Let Qe be the square with side length 7 centered at (xg, Ye). Since (xe, Ye) is 
a Lebesgue point of S, 
lim ISc~Qe[ l>u .  
~o  IQel 
So, for small enough 7, I S~Qel  >u IQi[. We may assume x ;¢0 ,  1 for all 
i and set Je = [xe - 7/2, xi + 7/2] -~ L If i > 1 then x i ~ dom(~b), so xe belongs 
to a unique Bk, and is a Lebesgue point of that set. Call this set B e. So, as 
above, we can choose ~ small enough that 
IJi ~ Bil 
IJil - - > u .  (2.3) 
Likewise, let K i = EYe- 7/2, Yi + 7/2] ---/. Since Yk e (rng(~b)) c is a Lebesgue 
point, we can make 
IK, ~ (rng(~b))cl 
>U.  
We may also choose 7 so that the Je are disjoint and 
disjoint. The conditions above define 7 and Qe = aT, x Ke. 
(2.4) 
that the K e are 
LEMMA 2.6. For each 1 <~ i <~ k, 
constants b s and b~ such that 
there are disjoint sets Si, Ti~-Je and 
[Se~ Tel > u7 (2.5) 
and 
~i(x) = (x + b~) Zsi(X) + (x + biT) ZTi(x) 
is a marriage f rom Si u Ti into Ke within S. 
A more general version of this will be proved in 
Lemma 3.5 (where #, may be set equal to 1). Now, let 
R~ = B in  (J~ l((rng ~b) ~) 
Section 3; see 
R i = g i ("1 ~ i -  1 (~(R i  + 1 )) 
for i = k -  1, k -2  ..... 1. As usual, non-Lebesgue points are to be removed 
as each set is defined. We want to show that these are large subsets of Ji, 
especially for the case i = 1. 
and let (2.6) 
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LEMMA 2.7. IRl l  > 7/2. 
Proof The idea is that [Rkl is almost as large as IJkl =7 and that very 
little measure is lost going from Rk to R~_ ~, and so on. Recall that [J~[ = ? 
for all i. We will prove that IJi-Ril <3(k - i+  1) ( l -u )7  for all i using 
induction from i = k to i = 1. 
By definition, Rk=Bin¢~- l ( ( rng¢)C)c Jk .  By (2.4) and since 
IK~I=7, I(rngO)C~Kkl>uy. By (2.5), [rngCkl=ldomCkl>u7. So, 
IKk--[(rngCk)c~(rng¢)C]l<2(1--u)7. Since Ck 
IJk - ¢[ l((rng ¢)c)1 < 2(1 - u)7 as well. From (2.3), 
IJk--O~l < (1-- u)7. 
Therefore, 
IJk-R~ 
preserves measure, 
< IYk-¢~-l((rng ¢)C)l + tJk-- Bq 
<2(1--u)g+(1--u)g 
-- 3(1-u)7.  
This completes the basis step of the induction. A similar calculation ow 
shows that each R~ has measure almost as large. Suppose i< k. Assume 
inductively that 
I Je+J-R~+ll <3(k - i ) (1 -u )7 .  
Recall that ¢ is linear with slope one on R~+ 1_ ~B i+~ and that ¢(x~+ 1)~-'Yi" 
SO, ¢(R~+I)~_K~ and [¢(Ri+l)[ = IRa+I[. So, 
[rng ¢,c~ ¢(R,+,)[ > [Ri+ 1[ -  [K, - ( rng ¢,)1 >~ LR,+I ] - (1  -u )? .  
The last inequality is by Lemma 2.6, since ¢~ preserves measure. Likewise, 
IJ~- ¢~ l(¢(Ri+ 1))l = ]Ki -  (rng ¢~ ~ O(Ri+ 1))1 
~< (1 -- u)y + tJ~+ 1 - -  Ri+ 11 
~< ( l -u )7  + 3(k - i ) (1 -u )y .  
Since I J i -Bi l  < (1 -  u)7, this calculation and the definition of Ri show 
[J~-Ril ~<2(1-u)7+3(k - i ) (1 -u )7<.3(k - i+  1)(1 -u )7  , 
which proves the inductive step and lets us proceed down to i= 1. Since 
u= 1-6/8, we get IJ1-Rll <4k(1 -u )7<7/2 .  So, ]R1] >7/2 as desired. 
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Proof of Proposition 2.3. Let R= U~=I R~. Let 
k 
#(x) = ~(x) z,4x) + Y~ ~,(x) z,,(x). 
i=1  
To prove Proposition 2.3, we must show this is a marriage and that 
~b ~ ~b'. We know that ~b' is a marriage on each Ri and on dom(~b) - R and 
that the ~b'(Ri) c K~ are disjoint. To show that ~b' is a marriage it is enough 
to show that O'(z)vaqk'(z~) whenever zEdom(~b)-R and z~sR~. But for 
i<k, ¢Y(zi)=~(zi)eO~(Ri)c~(R~+~). So, if O'(zi)=O'(z)=O(z), then 
z ~ R~+~ which contradicts z ¢ R. The case i=  k is similar. This shows ~b' is 
one to one, so it is a marriage on its domain. 
Claim. 0 < q)'. 
By the definition of ~b', dom O-R~_A((~, 0'). So, 
k 
]dom(~b)-A(~b, ~b')] ~ [R[ = ~, ]Ri] ~<ky, (2.7) 
i=1  
since each Ri~Ji ,  an interval of length 7. Since R lC  dom(~b')-dom(~b), 
this calculation with Lemma 2.7 shows that 
Idom(~b) - A(~b, ~b')[ < 2k ]R, ] ~ 2k Idom(~b') - dom(~b)l. 
Since k< 1/6, this proves (2.2). It also shows that [dom~b' I > Idom ~b[, 
which completes the proof of Proposition 2.3. 
To use Zorn's Lemma and show that arbitrarily large marriages exist, we 
have to show that every chain has an upper bound. Sets of measure zero 
present a small problem if the chain is not countable, so we first consider 
sequential chains. 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose that qk 1 ~ ~2 ~ "'" are all in sum form. Then there 
is a limit function qk(x)= lim, z co ~b,(x) a.e. on U dom(~b,). 
Proof Let An = A(~bn, ~bn+ i) as in Definition 2.2. Let Un = N/~ Aj. So, 
Un~_U~+I. Note that if x~Un, then q~n(x)=~b,+l(x) . . . .  , so that the 
limit function ~b(x) is equal to ~b~ on Un. In particular, the limit exists on 
the set U u, .  We will show that this set coincides a.e. with U dom ~bn. For 
each n, 
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Idom¢. -U . t= dom¢.c~(?k  ~A~) 
= k?.  (dom ¢~-  Ak) 
< ~ IdomCk-Ak[ 
k>~n 
<<.2/6 ~ tdOmCk+l--dOmCk ], 
k>~n 
which approaches zero as n~ oo. Since U~_dom¢~, we get U U,= 
U dom¢,  a.e., which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.9. The limit function ¢ is a marriage on its domain. 
Proof. Clearly ¢ is injective on its domain U Un because for any two 
points xl and x2 in dora ¢, there is an n such that both belong to U~. This 
shows ¢(xl) = Cn(Xl) ~ Cn(X2) = ¢(X2). 
We only have to check that ¢ preserves measure. Suppose j c__dom ¢. 
Note that the sets U~-U,_ I  partition J into sets where (b(x)---O~(x) 
(where U0 = ~).  Since each ~b, is a marriage, ¢ preserves measure on each 
set in this partition. Since ¢ is injective, the image of these sets are 
disjoint and ]q~(J)[ =~,  [On( J~  (V  n - Vn_l))[  =~ [ ( Jo  (U  n - Vn_l))]  = Idl 
as desired. 
It remains to show that ¢ is in sum form and that ¢, ~ ¢ for all n. Let 
Un-  U,_ 1 = D~. Since each ¢~ is in sum form, we can write 
n=l  n=l  j= l  
Every x ~ dom¢ belongs to exactly one D. ~ U~ __ A. _~ dora ¢., so that it 
belongs to exactly one D. c~ Bnj. This puts ¢ in sum form. 
LEMMA 2.10. For all n, Cn ~ 0~. Also, the relation ~ is transitive. 
Proof. Recall Un _ A(¢n, ¢) and A~_ dora Ck- So, 
Idom Cn - A(¢n, ¢)1 < Idom ¢. - U,~ I
= dom Cn-- ~ Ak 
k~>n 
= ~ (domCn-Ak)  
k>~n 
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~< U (dom~b~-A~) 
k>~n 
~< ~ ]dom~b~-A~] 
k>~n 
<~ Y' 2/6 ]dom~b~+~-dom~bxl 
k>~n 
= (2/6) [dom ~b - dom ~b, [. 
This shows that ~b, ~ ~b. The special case where ~b k= ~b for all k > 2 shows 
that the relation is transitive. 
Let F be the set of marriages ~b in sum form with [dom ~b[ ~< 1 - 6. Define 
an equivalence relation on F by ~bl ~ ~b2 whenever dom ~bl = dora ~b2 a.e. and 
qkl(x ) = q~z(x) a.e. on dora ~b 1. Let F*  be the set of equivalence classes [~b] 
of F under ~.  We will show it has a maximal element. 
The relation ~ originally defined on F induces one on F*. Namely, let 
[~bl] ~ [-~b2] whenever there exist ~b~  [~bl] and ~b~ [~b2] such that 
~b~  ~b;. This relation is a partial order on F*. 
Let m: F* ~ I  be defined by m([~b])= Idom ~bl. This function preserves 
order; if [~bl] ~ [-~b2] are not equal, then m([~bl])<m([~b2]). So, within 
any chain (a linearly ordered subset of F*),  m is injective. 
LEMMA 2.11. Every chain in F* has an upper bound in F*. 
Proof Let C be a chain in F*. So, m(C) ~_ [0, 1 - 6]. If m(C) contains 
its supremum s, then clearly m-l (s )  is an upper bound of C and we are 
done. Otherwise, there is an increasing sequence {sn} in m(C) that con- 
verges to s. Let [~bn] =m l(sn). Since sn increases, [~bn] ~ [~b,+l] for all n. 
Now by Lemma 2.8, there is a limit function 06 = lira ~bn. Since [dom ~b[ = 
lim~ ~ ~ [dom ~b n[ ~< 1 - 6, we have that ~b ~ F. Since ~bn ~ ~b for all n, [-~b] is 
an upper bound of { E~bn] } in F*. Now, given any [~b'] ~ C, there is some 
n so that m([-~b']) <m([~b,]).  So, [q£] ~ [~b,] ~ [~b]. So, l-~b] is an upper 
bound of the chain C. 
Now, by Zorn's 1emma, F*  has a maximal element, E~]. By 
Proposit ion2.3, [dome[<1-6  would lead to a contradiction. So, 
[dom ~[ = 1 -  6. This proves Theorem 1.2. 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4 
The basic idea of the proof is to prove the existence of a sequence of 
marriage 0n defined on subsets of I of measure 1 -  6, where 6n ~ 0. Then 
we set ~b = limn ~ ~ ~, .  
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Theorem 1.2 could be used to define such a sequence of marriages. But, 
as example (b) of the introduction shows, these would not generally con- 
verge to a marriage on L For the proof to work, we need to arrange that 
the sets where ~.  + ~ ~ ~, have measures mall enough to form a convergent 
series. However, if Theorem 1.2 were applied, the size of these sets would 
be given by the left hand side of Definition 2.2, and the right-hand side 
does not decrease at all. 
The solution is to replace the constant 2/6 in (2.2) by a smaller one L~ 
in (3.2). The constant 2/6 arose in (2.7) as the length k of the connection 
used to go from ~b to ~b'. To get a smaller constant we will make sure that 
the new series (3.20), which is analogous to (2.7), is roughly geometric. 
So it converges independently of k. We force the geometric decrease by 
gradually changing the slope #, used in the construction to distort the Q~ 
from squares into rectangles. The following sequences will help with our 
bookkeeping later on. 
DEFINITION 3.1. 
Let e = 1 - #. We may assume < 1/2. 
Let ~ = (1 - 2 - ' )e  for n ~> 0, which is an increasing sequence. 
Let #, = 1 - e,. Note that #n decreases to #. 
Choose v~ > 1 such that vn < #,_ 1/#, for n > 0. 
Let c, = v,#,/#~_ 1 < 1 for n > 0. 
Let L~ = 2/(1 - c,) + 1. 
Let 6n = 2-~/L~. 
l/6n The vn should also be chosen so that v n < 2. This is possible, because 
for vn close enough to 1, we get cn < 1 -e2  - l -n  which makes 6n t> e2 -2n-3 
22n + 3/e 
We can choose the v. such that v, < 2, which guarantees that 
vln/~n < 2. (3.1) 
DEFINITION 3.2. Given a fixed #n-1-marriage 0n, we will say that ~b is 
in n-sum form if it is injective, contained in S, and there are constants bkj 
and disjoint sets Bkj __ I such that 
~b(x) = ~ ~ (#jx + bkj) )~j(x) (3.2) 
j= l  k=l  
and 
Idom ~b - A(~b, ~n)l ~L ,  Idom ~b- dom Onl (3.3) 
where A(~b, 0n) -~ dom ~b ~ dom tpn is the set of x such that ~b(x) = tp~(x). 
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Any function in n-sum form is a #,-marriage on its domain, 0 Bkj. The 
construction of {0n} is by recursion. We assume that ~, above is in n -  1 
sum form (it is also trivially in n-sum form) and will construct a ~,+1 in 
n-sum form. The basis step is to set ~b o= the empty function and ~bl = some 
1-marriage given by Theorem 1.2. 
DEFINITION 3.3. If ~b and ~b' are in n-sum form, we say that ~b <,, q~' if 
Idom ~b - A(~b, ~b')l ~< (2/6,) Idom ~b'-dom ~bl. (3.4) 
So, the notion of improvement now depends on n. Inequality (3.4) 
represents improvement on the way from ~, to ~,+1. It may be safely 
forgotten once ~,+1 has been defined. Inequality (3.3), with ~b = ~,+ 1, will 
be used at the end of the proof, to show that the sequence {~,} converges. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Given any (~ in n-sum form, with Idom ~bl < 1 -6 , ,  
there is a (~' in n-sum form with Jdom ~b'] > Idom 061 such that (~ <, 0'. 
This is the main step in going from ~9, to ~/n+l in Lemma 3.12. The 
improvement ~b' will be defined in (3.18). The proof of the proposition is 
contained mainly in Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11. First, some groundwork is 
needed. Fix ~b in n-sum form, and assume (3.2) and (3.3). 
We define a connection as before. The following lemma has the same 
proof as that of Lemma2.5. The only changes are that Iajl = Inj 11 
must be replaced by Iajl i> Inj_al, and now Idom~bl ~> Irng~bl instead of 
equality. 
LEMMA 3.5. There is a connection with length k <<. (tdom q61/lI- dom ~bl )
+ 1 < 1/6,. 
For every 1 < i ~< k, the point xi ~ Ge _c dom ~b = U Bkj. We have assumed 
that every point of each Bkj is a Lebesgue point of that set. So, each x; is 
a Lebesgue point of some unique Bkj which we will call B e. Also, define 
#(i) =#j  where ~b(x)=#jx+ bkj on Be=Bkj. Note #(i)~>#, because ~b is 
assumed to be in n-sum form and because the #j decrease. Define B I= 
Gl=dom~b c, but we will not define or use the term #(1). Let 0<~ and 
0 < u < 0.001 be numbers to be specified later. 
Let Qi=J ixK i  where Je__ c [0, l J is an interval centered at xe, 
Ke-C [0, 1] is an interval centered at y~, and 
Igel :~ .  IJil. (3.5) 
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The widths [J~[< 7 are chosen so that 
[,l(i) I J i l  = [~n I J i -  l l • (L6)  
Note that for all i, IJ, l can be defined in terms of [Jkl and that IJil ~< IJkl. 
LEMMA 3.6. Given 0.999 < u < 1 (to be specified later), there is a choice 
of 7 > 0 such that if JJk l < 7, then the J~ are disjoint, the Ke are disjoint, and 
the following are true for all 1 <~ i <<. k 
I J in Bil > u IJil 
and (3.7) 
IQ~c~ s[ > u IQil 
Proof Recall that {Jil <~ IJkl, so we can choose a 7i for each i, and 
set 7 equal to the minimum of them. The disjointedness i easy, as in 
Theorem 1.2. Likewise, the first inequality follows from the fact that xi is 
a Lebesgue point of B g. The second inequality is not quite immediate 
because the Qi are rectangles rather than squares. First choose 7 so that 
[Q* ~ S] > (1/2+u/2)  [Q*I, 
where Q* is the square centered at (x~, yi) with base Jr. We have used the 
fact that (xi, yi) is a Lebesgue point of S. Then, since Qi---Q* and 
[QiL >~ [Q*[/2, we get 
IQi-SI ~< [Q* -S[  < ( i /2 -u /2 )  IQ~*{ ~ ( l -u )  IQ~k 
as desired. 
We will define u and make other restrictions on 7 in Lemma 3.8, but 
these depend only on ~b, k and v,, so we will now regard u, 7, and hence 
the Q;, to be fixed. 
LEMMA 3.7. For each 1 <~ i <~ k, there are disjoint sets Si, T~ ~ Ji and 
constants bSi, bF such that 
LSeu Tel >u IJil 
and (3.8) 
~i(x) = (u.x + b, ~) z=,(x) + (u=x + t)7) z ~(x) 
is a #=-marriage from Si w T e into Ki. 
582a/62/2-5 
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Proof Fix i. The idea is to let the graph of ~bi be the union of two 
diagonal ines in Qi, which are chosen to lie mostly within S. 
Let bmax=y~-#nx~ and let bmin=bmax-IKi]. For bmin<b<~bma x let 
re(b) = the dx measure of the one-dimensional set 
S¢~Q¢m{(x ,y ) :y=#nx+b or y=#~x+b+lKe[} .  
These linear sets cover S¢~ Q~ as b ranges from bmi n to brnax. So, by (3.7), 
f bmax m(b) db = ]Sc~ Q,I > u IQeO 
brnin 
and there must be some b such that m(b)> u JQiI/IKiI = u ]Jil. For this b, 
set 
Si= {x~J,: (x, #.x + b)~Sc~ Q,} 
Ti = {xEJe: (x,#nx + b+ IKil)~ g~Qe} 
and set bS=b and br=b+lK~[.  Note [Si[+]Ti[=m(b)>u[J~[, which 
proves the lemma. 
Let 
for /=k- l ,  k -2 ,  ..., 1. 
Rk = B* ¢~ ~b~- l((rng ~b) ~) 
e i = Bi(,-3 ~/~ I(~(Ri+ 1 )) 
(3.9) 
For i> 1, these sets represent places where ~b ~b' ,  so to prove (3.3) and 
(3.4) we need to show that they have small total measure. The idea is to 
show that I Rm [ decreases almost geometricly as m increases. This decrease 
is caused by the difference in slope between the "old" marriage 0n and the 
"new" one ~b'; see (2.1). Somewhat paradoxicly, the analysis requires that 
the R m be very large subsets of Jm" This is mainly important for i = 1 
because Ra___dom~b-dom~b'. Lemmas3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 concern the 
measure of R m and will be used to prove Lemma 3.9, which makes the 
discussion above precise. 
LEMMA 3.8. Given vn > 1 as in Definition 3.1, we can choose u and 7 so 
that for m = 1 to k, 
v n ]Rm_l l  ~ Iq}m~l o ~(Rm) ] (3.10) 
and 
vn [~m l(Rm 1)1 ~ I~(Rm)l. (3.11) 
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Proof  Choose w>0 very small so that (i) w< 1/(10k), (ii) 1 +4w< 
x/-~,,, and (iii) 1/(1 - 2w) < x/~"  Then choose 0.999 < u < 1 such that 
1 - u < w/2 and (1 + u)/2 > 1/x/~,. 
Define rm = [Rm [/I Jm I ~< 1. We will show these ratios are all fairly large, 
and begin with m = k. Since Yk is a Lebesgue point of Gk ~ (rng ¢)c, we can 
choose 7 small enough that 
IKk c~ rng ~bL > 0.999 IKkl = 0.999#n ]Jkl 
using (3.5). From Lemma 3.7, 
IKk c~ rng Ck] >#n ]Skw Tk] >#,~u IJk[. 
Combining these, noting that u > 0.999 gives 
IKk ~ rng ¢ c~ rng Ckl > 0.998#, IJkl. 
Since ¢[~ has "slope" #n, this shows 
IJk n ¢ / l ( rng  ¢)1 > 0.998 ]Jk] 
By (3.7), LRk] > (0.998--(1--u)) IJkl. Since i -u<0.001,  rk>0.997. 
Claim. For l<m~<k,  
rm - 1 ) rm -- 2w. (3.12) 
Since w< 1/(10k), this implies r m >0.997-k / (5k)> 1/2 for all m ~> 1. We 
will prove the claim by induction on m from m = k down to m = 2. We 
omit the basis step m = k, as it is identical to the calculation that follows. 
Assume the claim for m + 1, so that r m > 1/2. Define 
t,~ = Irng Cm ~ ¢~ ¢(Rm)l/ l f(Rm)[.  (3.13) 
Note Rm~B m on which ¢ has slope #(m). So, by (2.1) and rm> 1/2, 
]¢(R,,)1 = #(m) IRm l> IKm_l I/2. With Lemma 3.7, this implies 
t,, I¢(Rm)l = 
~> 
>~ 
z 
~> 
I rng ¢~_  1 c~ ¢(Rm)[ 
I¢(R~)I  - IK,~_ ~ - rng  Cm - -1  I 
I~(gm)l  - -  (1 - -  U) IKm-  x I 
I¢(Rm)] (1 - 2(1 - u))  
[¢(Rm)] (1 - w). 
(3.14) 
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So t m >~ 1 - w. Likewise ~m 1_ ! has slope #~- 1 on rng ~b,, 1, so 
[~ml l  o ~(Rm)[ =/An 1 [rng ~m-- i ('~ ~(R,n)[ 
p(m) 
- [Rmltm 
(3.15) 
=]2(m-----~)rm I J~l tm 
=rm [Jm_l[ tin. 
So, by this and (3.7), [Rm_lf = IBm- lc~b21 oqk(Rm)[ >>. 
[ Jm-1[  (rmtm-- W). 
So, rm_ ~ >~ rm t m -- W >~ rm -- 2W, which proves the inductive step, and 
therefore the claim. So, r ml> 1/2 and 1-w~< tm~< 1 for all m. Now by 
(3.15) and the claim, 
- -1  ~- ~m m°~(Rm)I/ IRm-l l  rmtm<~l+2w/rm_~l+4w<~.  (3.16) 
rrn- 1 
This proves (3.10). Since R m l~dOmq~m_ 1 by (3.9), we can apply this 
function to both sets in (3.16) without changing the ratio of their measures; 
[~rn lq}~nl_l~(Rrn)[/l(gm 1(Rm-1)['<X~n- (3.17) 
Note that 
I~m--lq~m! l~(Rm)l/lq6(Rm)[ = [rng ~b m i c~ ~6(Rm)l/]~(Rm) [ 
=tm> l - -w)  l / x~.  
Comparison of the last two calculations proves (3.11). 
Let N={rn:p(m)>~l~n_l}.  Roughly, this set records which R m are 
contained in A(~b, 0,). Let j (m)  be the number of elements of the set 
{i<~m: ieN}.  
LEMMA 3.9. [Rml<.vn lRm_l [ for  all l<m~k.  AndformsN,  fRmr<~ 
Cn [Rm- 11. Also, for all m > 1, we have ]R m I ~ 2cJ(m) JR1 l- 
Proof For m > 1, Rm ~- B m ~ dom ~b and R m _~ dom ~b m. Since ~b is in 
n-sum form, the slope of ~b on Rr, is /t(m)~> Pn- So by Lemma 3.8, 
[Rm [ = [q)( Rm)l /#(m )
vn Iq6m_ m(Rm ,)/l~(m)l 
=p.v .  IRm_~/p(m)[ 
~Vn [Rm_ll. 
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In the case meN,  we have that #(m) >j #,_ ~. So in this case, the 
calculation above and Definition 3.1 show that 
IRml <;),, ]Rm_l I #./p(m) 
=c. IRm ~1. 
Therefore by induction, [R,~[ ~< j(m)m-j(m) 1 C, V n [R 1] for all m>l .  By 
1/Sn Lemma3.5,  m 4 k 4 1/6,. By Definition3.1, 1 < v, < 2, so JR,,[ 4 
2C j(m) [R1] for all m > 1. This proves the lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Set R = 0 R~ and 
k 
~'(x) = O(x) zR,(x) + ~ ~,(x) z~(x). (3.18) 
i - -1 
We know that q~' is a marriage on each Ri and on dom(~b) - R and that the 
~b'(Ri) ~ Ki are disjoint. To show that ~b' is a marriage it is enough to show 
that ~b'(z)C~b'(zi) whenever zedom(( ,b ) -R  and zieRi .  But for i<k,  
~'(z~) = O~(z~) e ~i(Ri) ~- (b(R~+ 1). So, if ~b'(z~) = ~b'(z) = ~b(z), then z e R~+ 1 
which contradicts z q~ R. The case i=  k is similar. This shows ~b' is one to 
one, so it is a marriage on its domain. 
From the definition of B 1, R l_~dom~b'-dom~b.  By the proof of 
Lemma 3.8, rl > 1/2, so R1 has positive measure. So, Idom ~b'[ > Idom ~bl. 
To prove Proposit ion 3.4, we must show ~' is in n-sum form (Lemma 3.10) 
and that ~b <n ~b' (Lemma 3.11). 
LEMMA 3.10. ~' is in n-sum form. 
Proof. Recall that A(~b', ~,)  is the set where ¢' =0, .  It is enough to 
prove that 
Idom(~') - A(~b', ~,)1 ~< L, ldom(~b') - dom(O,)l.  (3.19) 
Note that 
dom ~b'- A(~b', 0 , )= [dom ~b'- A(~b, ~h,)] 
u [ (dom ~b' c~ A(~b, ~h,)) - A(qV, ~O,,)] = W1 w W2. 
Now if x e W2, then ~b'(x) ¢ ~b(x) so x belongs to some R,~. If m ¢ N, then 
#(m) = #n. Since 0,, is in n -  1 sum form, its slopes are all strictly bigger 
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than ~//n- So, B m n A(~b', ff,) has measure zero. This shows that, except for 
a set of measure zero, W2 ~- tim E N Rm. So, by Lemma 3.9, 
IW21 < ~, [Rml 
mc-g  
<~ 2 [R 11 ~ cJ(m) 
m~N 
(3.20) 
~< 2 [R 1 [ L c~ 
j=0  
= (L , -  1) IRll 
~< (Ln -  1) Idom ¢ ' -dom ¢1. 
We have used the fact that j  is injective on N. Also since dora ¢ ~- dora ¢', 
I Wal = Idom ~b' - dom ~bl + [dom ¢ - A (¢ ,  ~n) l  
~< Jdom ¢' - dom ¢1 + Ln J dom ~b - dora ~, l, 
because ~b is assumed to be in n-sum form. Since the domains of the three 
marriages are nested, adding this to (3.20) implies (3.19). 
LEMMA 3.11. ¢ <,  ¢'. 
Proof By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.9, and because c~ < 1 (by Definition 3.1), 
k 
jdom ¢-  A(¢', ¢)1 ~< Y', IRm ~< 2k IR11 ~< (2/6,) [dom O' -  dom¢[. 
m=l  
LEMMA 3.12. There is a mamage ~+1 in n-sum form with ~,+l>~b,  
and 
Idom ~b~+ll = i -6 ,  
Proof Let Fn be the set of marriages in n-sum form such that 
Idom ~bl ~< 1 - 6n. Define F* as in Theorem 1.2. By the same reasoning as 
in Lemmas 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10, 
(i) The relation <n defines a partial order on F*. 
(ii) Given any increasing sequence {¢~} in F,, there is a limit 
function ¢ e Fn. Also, ¢~ <n ~b for all i. 
This shows that countable chains have upper bounds in F*. So, by the 
reasoning in Theorem 1.2, we can obtain a largest element [~n+ 1] in F*. 
Its domain has measure 1- 6n by Proposition 3.4. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. We must show that a sequence 0n defined recur- 
sively by Lemma 3.12 converges to a #-marriage ~b on I within S. Note that 
the measure of the set where 0n= $n+l is false has measure less than 
(Ln+l ) ldom~n+l -dOm~l<<,(Ln+l )6 , , ,~2 -n which is summable. 
This guarantees that {0n} converges a.e. on U dora 0n which is a set of 
measure 1. The limit function ~b is a #-marriage because it is injective 
and because its domain can be partitioned into sets D,  on which ~b = 0n, 
n = 1, 2, .... We can set ~b(x) = x + 1 off U dora ~ so that it is defined and 
injective on the whole interval/.  
Remarks. The marriage in Theorem 1.4 satisfies I~b(I)l ~> #, but there is 
probably a set of positive measure in the complement of its image. It seems 
that Theorem 1.4 could be revised to give a marriage such that ]~b(I)l = 1 
if Definition 1.3 were revised to allow # IJI ~<L~b(J)t<~# -1 IJI. For the 
purpose of the analysis in [3], it would be useful to prove the existence of 
one-parameter families of disjoint marriages (or #-marriages). 
Finally, it seems difficult to construct a marriage that is not essentially 
of the (2.1) type, for which the graph is contained in a countable union of 
line segments. It would be interesting to have either an example of a 
different ype or a representation theorem for Lebesgue marriages. 
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